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Abstract—Recently, the hybrid relay-reflecting intelligent sur-
face (HRRIS) has been introduced as a spectral- and energy-
efficient architecture to assist wireless communication systems.
In the HRRIS, a single or few active relay elements are deployed
along with a large number of passive reflecting elements, allowing
it to not only reflect but also amplify the incident signals. In this
work, we investigate the potential of the HRRIS in aiding the
computation offloading in a single-user mobile edge computing
system. The objective is to minimize the offloading latency while
ensuring the secrecy of user data against a malicious eavesdrop-
per. We develop efficient solutions to this latency minimization
problem based on alternating optimization. Through numerical
results, we show that the deployment of the HRRIS can result
in a considerable reduction in latency. Furthermore, the latency
reduction gain offered by the HRRIS is much more significant
than that of the conventional reconfigurable intelligent surface
(RIS).

I. INTRODUCTION

Edge computing is a novel paradigm to develop commu-
nication and computation infrastructures for the Internet of
Things. It overcomes the high latency and low bandwidth
drawbacks of centralized cloud computing by extending the
cloud’s capacities to near-user network edges [1]. In a mobile
edge computing (MEC) system, the mobile users offload their
entire or partial computation tasks to proximate MEC servers
via wireless links. Thus, computation offloading suffers from
fading and attenuation in the wireless medium [2]. This may
entail a higher latency than the local execution, and hinder
the advantage of MEC, especially for users located far from
edge nodes [3]. Therefore, efficient methods to improve the
user-server communications are needed.

A new technology called reconfigurable intelligent surface
(RIS) has emerged as a promising solution to enhance the
wireless communication capacity by reflecting radio waves in
preferred directions [4]–[7]. RIS is comprised of a controller
and a large number of passive reflecting elements which
enable passive beamforming without requiring any radio
frequency (RF) chains [6], [8]. However, the main limitation
of RIS is that the passive reflection limits the beamforming
gains. Recently, a novel concept of hybrid relay-reflecting
intelligent surface (HRRIS) has been proposed to overcome this
limitation [9]–[11]. In the HRRIS, a few elements are equipped
with power amplifiers to serve as active relays. It was shown
that HRRIS, even with a single active element, significantly

improves both the system spectral and energy efficiency
(SE/EE) with respect to RIS [9]–[11]. Due to its potential,
HRRIS can be deployed to assist the computation offloading
in MEC. RIS-assisted MEC system has been investigated
recently in, e.g., [3], [12]. However, to our best knowledge,
the applications of HRRIS for computation offloading have
not been considered in the literature.

Besides latency minimization, another challenge in MEC
computation offloading is to guarantee the secrecy of user data
under the presence of malicious eavesdroppers in the system.
Various techniques have been proposed to maximize the secrecy
communication rate such as jamming with artificial noise and
beamforming schemes [13]–[15]. However, when the legitimate
communication channel is weaker than the eavesdropping
channel, the achievable secrecy rate is significantly limited, even
with the aforementioned techniques [16]. RIS has been shown
to be an efficient solution to tackle this challenge [16]–[20].
However, with the powerful reflecting/relaying capabilities,
HRRIS is expected to provide significant improvement in the
secrecy rate compared with the conventional passive RIS.

In this paper, we aim at minimizing the latency in com-
putation offloading while guaranteeing secrecy in a single-
user HRRIS-aided MEC system. We assume that the user
has a local computing resource and offloads a fraction of the
tasks to an edge node (EN). A multi-antenna eavesdropper
receives the user’s signal and attempts to decode the data.
To prevent that, the EN informs the user to transmit at a
secrecy rate lower than the maximal achievable rate. For the
latency minimization, we propose a joint design of the receive
combining vector, the HRRIS’s reflecting/relaying coefficients
(communication parameters), and the computation offloading
volume (computation parameter). To this end, we develop
an alternating optimization approach that efficiently solves
the challenging latency minimization problem. In particular,
we consider both the fixed HRRIS and the dynamic HRRIS
schemes. In the former, the positions and number of the
active elements are unchanged; in contrast, those in the latter
can be dynamically changed and optimized according to the
channel condition. We numerically evaluate the latency of these
schemes and compare it with that of the conventional RIS. Our
simulation results show that the dynamic HRRIS consistently
outperforms the fixed HRRIS, and both provide significant
latency reduction with respect to RIS.
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Fig. 1. The HRRIS-assisted communication and computation offloading system
in the presence of an eavesdropper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a single-user system in the presence of a
malicious eavesdropper, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The user has
computation tasks to partially offload to an EN. An HRRIS
is deployed in the system to assist the offloading so that the
computation result is returned to the user with low latency,
while the user data is protected against the eavesdropper. The
model is detailed in the following.

A. Communication Model

We assume that the user, the EN, and the eavesdropper
are equipped with a single antenna, M antennas, and E
antennas, respectively. The HRRIS has N elements, including
A active relaying elements and N −A passive reflecting
elements. We note that a passive reflecting coefficient has
the optimal amplitude of unity to maximize the received
signal power [21]; therefore, a passive element only adjusts
the incident signal’s phase. In contrast, an active one can
not only tune the phase but also amplify the signal power.
We denote the index set of the positions of the A active
elements by A ⊂ [N ] , {1, 2, . . . , N}. Let αn = |αn|eθn
denote the relay/reflection coefficient of the n-th element,
where |αn| and θn ∈ [π, 2π) represent the amplitude and
phase shift, respectively. Note that |αn| = 1, ∀n /∈ A. Let
α , [α1 . . . αN ]T. We denote Υ , diag (α1, . . . , αN ) and
decompose Υ as Υ = Φ + Ψ where Φ = diag (φ1, . . . , φN )
and Ψ = diag (ψ1, . . . , ψN ) with φn = αn1{n /∈ A} and
ψn = αn1{n ∈ A}, where 1{·} is the indicator function.
That is, Φ and Ψ contain the passive and active coefficients,
respectively.

Let hEN ∈ CM , hH ∈ CN , and hEVE ∈ CE denote the
channel vectors between the user and the EN, the HRRIS,
and the eavesdropper, respectively. Let G ∈ CM×N denote
the channel matrix from the EN to the HRRIS. We assume
that these channel coefficients are quasi-static, i.e., remain
unchanged during the whole computation offloading circle.
Furthermore, we assume that the eavesdropper knows hEVE;
the EN knows perfectly hEN, hH, and G but only knows an
estimate ĥEVE of hEVE. Following the deterministic uncer-
tainty model [22], [23], we assume that ‖hEVE−ĥEVE‖

‖ĥEVE‖
≤ ε,

where ε is an upper bound of the relative estimation error.
Denote the transmit power and transmitted signal of the user

by P and s, respectively. The incident signal at the HRRIS is

√
PhHs+ zH, where zH ∼ CN (0, σ2

HIN ) is the noise vector.
The transmit power of the HRRIS’s active elements is given
as Pa(α) , tr

(
Ψ(PhHh

H

H + σ2
HIN )ΨH

)
. The received signal

at the EN is given by

y =
√
P (hEN +GΥhH)sk +GΨzH + zEN (1)

=
√
Phs+ z, (2)

where h , hEN + GΥhH denotes the effective user-EN
channel, zEN ∼ CN (0, σ2

ENIM ) is the additive noise at the
EN, and z , GΨzH + zEN is the total effective noise. For
notational simplicity, we assume that σ2

H = σ2
EN = σ2, and

thus z ∼ CN
(
0, σ2Q

)
where Q , IM +GΨΨHGH.

We assume that the EN employs a linear combining vector
w ∈ CM , and thus, the signal is recovered at the EN as
ŝ = wHy. Then, the effective signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR) is given by γ(w,α) = P |wHh|2

σ2wHQw
. Therefore, the

maximal achievable rate is given by

R(w,α) = W log2[1 + γ(wk,α)], (3)

where W is the uplink bandwidth.
The eavesdropper also receives the user’s signal and at-

tempts to decode the data.1 The rate that the eavesdropper
can achieve from user k’s signal, i.e., the leakage rate, is
REVE = W log2

(
1 + P‖hEVE‖2

σ2
EVE

)
, where σ2

EVE is the noise
variance at the eavesdropper. The secrecy rate for user k is
then given by R(w,α) − REVE. Since the EN only knows
ĥEVE, it computes an upper bound R̄EVE on the leakage rate:

R̄EVE , log2

(
1 +

P (1 + ε)2‖ĥEVE‖2

σ2
EVE

)
. (4)

To guarantee secrecy, the EN informs the user to transmit at a
lower bound on the secrecy rate which is given by

Rs(w,α) = (R(w,α)− R̄EVE)+. (5)

B. Computing Model

The user has some computational tasks and might offload a
certain fraction or all of their tasks to the EN. Thus, s is the
offloading signal. Let L, `, and ν denote the total number of
bits to be processed, the number of bits offloaded to the edge
server, and the number of CPU cycles required to process one
bit, respectively.
• Local computing: Denote the computational capability of the

user by f l CPU cycles/second. Then the time required for
the local computation at user k is given by Dl = (L−`)ν

f l .
• Edge computing: We denote the computational capability of

the MEC as fe CPU cycles/second. Since the computation
results are typically of small size, the delay due to feedback
of these results to the user is assumed to be negligible. There-
fore, the total latency imposed by the computation offloading
and the edge computing is given by De = `

Rs(w,α) + `ν
fe .

The overall latency is imposed by the maximum latency
between the local and edge computing, that is,

D(w,α, `) = max{Dl, De}.
1We assume that the eavesdropper does not receive the signal from the

HRRIS.
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C. Problem Formulation

We aim at minimizing the offloading latency by jointly
optimizing the computation offloading volume `, the combining
vector w, and the HRRIS’s coefficients α. In the fixed HRRIS
architecture, the positions of the active elements, i.e., A, are
fixed and known. Thus, the latency minimization problem is

(Pfixed) minimize
w,α,`

D(w,α, `) (6a)

subject to |αn| = 1, n /∈ A, (6b)
Pa(α) ≤ Pmax

a , (6c)
` ∈ {0, 1, . . . , L}, (6d)

where Pmax
a is the power budget of the HRRIS. Considering

the dynamic HRRIS scheme, A is unknown and thus, it is cast
as a design parameter in the latency minimization with the
dynamic HRRIS, i.e.,

(Pdynamic) minimize
w,A,α,`

D(w,α, `) (7a)

subject to (6b), (6c), (6d),
|A| ≤ A,A ⊂ [N ]. (7b)

In both problems (Pfixed) and (Pdynamic), w and α are
coupled. Furthermore, the objective function D(w,α, `) is
segmented and nonconvex. Therefore, finding optimal solution
is challenging. In the following, we develop efficient solutions
to these optimization problems.

III. EFFICIENT ALTERNATING OPTIMIZATION SOLUTION

We employ the alternating optimization approach. Specifi-
cally, we will alternately solve for ` and {w,α} while fixing
the other, as presented in the following subsections.

A. Optimization of `

Given {w,α}, ` is the solution to minimize
l∈{0,1,...,L}

max(Dl, De).

Notice that Dl is monotonically decreases while De monoton-
ically increases with `. Therefore, max(Dl, De) is minimized
when Dl = De, which holds for

` = ˆ̀? =
LνRs(w,α)fe

fef l + νRs(w,α)(fe + f l)
. (8)

We integerize ` and obtain the optimal offloading volume

`? = arg min
ˆ̀∈{bˆ̀?c,dˆ̀?e}

D(w,α, ˆ̀). (9)

From (8), we see that whenever the secrecy rate Rs(w,α) is
zero, we have `? = 0. That is to say, if secure communication
cannot be guaranteed, the user should execute the computation
tasks locally.

B. Joint Optimization of w and α

We next jointly optimize w and α given that ` = `?. We
have seen that with ` = `?, it holds that Dl ≈ De. Therefore,
we can replace the objective function D(w,α, l) by De. In
doing so, the optimization of w and α is equivalent to the
maximization of the secrecy rate

(Psecrecy) maximize
w,α

Rs(wk,α), (10)

where it is implicit in this subsection that the constraints are
(6b), (6c) for fixed HRRIS and (6b), (6c), (7b) for dynamic
HRRIS. Recall that Rs(w,α) = (R(w,α) − R̄EVE)+. The
leakage rate R̄EVE is independent of (w,α), and it is expected
that for the optimal solution, R(w,α) > R̄EVE. Therefore, we
replace Rs(w,α) by R(wk,α) in (Psecrecy), which leads to
the maximization of the SINR, i.e.,

(PSINR) maximize
w,α

(
γ(w,α) =

P |wH(hEN +GΥhH)|2

σ2wH(IM+GΨΨHGH)w

)
.

1) Solution to w: Given α, the optimal w maximizing the
objective function in (PSINR) can be found after some simple
manipulations as

w? =

√
P

σ2
(IM +GΨΨHGH)−1(hEN +GΥhH). (11)

2) Solution to α: In the case where there is no active
element, i.e., |αi| = 1,∀i ∈ [N ], the phases of α can be
optimized as in [3, Sec. IV]. Specifically, the SINR becomes

P |wH(hEN +GΥhH)|2

σ2‖w‖2

≤ P

σ2‖w‖2

(
|wHhEN|+

N∑
n=1

|hH,nw
Hgn|

)2

, (12)

where hH,n is the n-th entry of hH and gn is the n-th
column of G. The equality in (12) occurs if arg{wHhEN} =
arg{wHGΥhH}. Accordingly, the phases of the HRRIS’s
coefficients can be obtained as

θ? = arg{wHhEN} − arg{diag{wHG}hH}, (13)

where arg{·} returns the (element-wise) phases of a complex
number or vector. When there is at least one active element,
i.e., A > 0, both the phases and the amplitudes of {αi}i∈A
need to be optimized. We propose to first optimize the phases
as in (13), then optimize the amplitudes as follows.

a) Fixed HRRIS: The phases obtained in (13) result in
|wH(hEN+GΥhH)|2 =

(
|wHhEN|+

∑N
n=1 |αnhH,nw

Hgn|
)2
.

Thus, the SINR can be expanded as

γ(w,α)

P/σ2
=
|αn|2an + |αn|bn + cn
|αn|2un + vn

, (14)

for any n ∈ A, where

an , |hH,n|2|wHgn|2, (15)

cn ,

(
|wHhEN|+

N∑
i=1,i6=n

|αihH,iw
Hgi

)2

, (16)

bn , 2|hH,nw
Hgn|
√
cn, (17)

un , |wHgn|2, (18)

vn , ‖w‖2 +
∑

i∈A,i6=n

|αi|2|wHgi|2. (19)

Constraint (6c) on the amplitudes is equivalent to

Pa(α) =
∑
n∈A
|αn|2ξn ≤ Pmax

a (20)

where ξn , σ2 + P |hH,n|2. Let P̃a,n ,
∑
i∈A,i6=n |αi|2ξi,

n ∈ A, which is a constant if {|αi|}i∈A,n6=n are fixed. The
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constraint (20) can be written as |αn| ≤
√

Pmax
a −P̃a,n

ξn
. We

alternatively optimize the amplitude of each active element
while keeping the others fixed by solving

maximize
|αn|

|αn|2an + |αn|bn + cn
|αn|2un + vn

(21a)

subject to |αn| ≤

√
Pmax

a − P̃a,n

ξn
. (21b)

The solution to (21) is given in closed form as

|αn|? = min


√
Pmax

a − P̃a,n

ξn
,
dn
bn

+

√
d2
n

b2n
+
vn
un

 , (22)

where dn , |hH,n|2vn − cn. We note that |αn|? is not

necessarily the maximal amplitude constraint
√

Pmax
a −P̃a,n

ξn
.

b) Dynamic HRRIS: For dynamic HRRIS, the set of
active elements A subject to (7b) is also a design parameter.
Determining both A and {|αi|}i∈A is challenging since the
active elements are involved in both the numerator and
denominator of the SINR. Notice that

γ(w,α) ≤ γ̄(w,α) ,
P
(
|wHhEN|+

∑N
n=1|αnhH,nw

Hgn|
)2

σ2‖w‖2
.

=
P (|αn|2an + |αn|bn + cn)

σ2‖w‖2
(23)

for any n ∈ A. The equality occurs when A = ∅. The smaller
the term σ2wHGΨΨHGHw is, the tighter the bound is. Observe
that σ2wHGΨΨHGHw is small when the noise variance is
small, the path loss is large, and/or the number of active
elements is small. This motivates us to simplify the optimization
to maximizing γ̄(w,α).

An active element only improves the performance with
respect to a passive one if |αn| > 1 since it causes performance
loss due to signal attenuation otherwise. Thus, in the dynamic
HRRIS, we have |αn| > 1, ∀n ∈ A. Therefore, we ignore the
o(|αn|2) terms, i.e., the terms involves |αn| and the constant,
in γ̄(w,α) and focus on the second-order term. In doing so,
we arrive at maximizing the terms Pan|αn|2. We consider the
following problem

maximize
A,{|αn|}n∈A

∑
n∈A

log(1 + Pan|αn|2), (24a)

subject to
∑
n∈A
|αn|2ξn ≤ Pmax

a and (7b). (24b)

Let pn , |αn|2ξn denote the power allocated to the n-th active
element, n ∈ A. The optimization (24) can be rewritten as

maximize
A,{pn}n∈A

∑
n∈A

log

(
1 +

Pan
ξn

pn

)
, (25a)

subject to
∑
n∈A

pn ≤ Pmax
a and (7b). (25b)

From (25), we determine the optimal set of active elements A?

as the set of indices of A largest values in
{
Pa1
ξ1
, . . . , PaNξN

}
.

Given A?, the optimal solution for {pn} is the well-known

water-filling solution p?n =
(

1
µ −

ξn
Pan

)+

with µ satisfying

Algorithm 1 Latency minimization for HRRIS-aided secure
MEC.
Require: hEVE, hEN, hH, and G.
Ensure: {`?,w?,α?}.

1: Randomly generate α satisfying constraints (6b) and (6c).
2: while objective value has not converged do
3: Compute w? based on (11).
4: Compute θ? = [θ?1 . . . θ

?
N ] based on (13).

5: if fixed HRRIS is deployed then
6: Obtain {|α?n|}n∈A based on (22). Set |α?n|=1, ∀n∈ [N ]\A.
7: else if dynamic HRRIS is deployed then
8: Obtain {|α?n|}n∈[N ] based on (26).
9: end if

10: Set α?n = |α?n|ejθ
?
n , n ∈ [N ].

11: end while
12: Compute `? based on (9).

HR-RIS

User

Eavesdropper

Edge Node

Fig. 2. Locations of the EN, user, HRRIS, and eavesdropper.∑
n∈A pn ≤ Pmax

a . It follows that the amplitudes of the
HRRIS’s elements are given by

|α?n| =

{
max

{√
1
µξn
− 1

Pan
, 1
}
, for n ∈ A?,

1, otherwise.
(26)

C. Overall Joint Computing and Communication Design

The proposed joint computing and communication design
scheme is summarized in Algorithm 1. We at first randomly
generate the HRRIS coefficients satisfying constraints (6b)
and (6c). Then, in steps 2–11, the solutions to combining
vector w? and HRRIS coefficients α? are alternatively updated.
More specifically, w? is obtained based on (11), whereas, the
HRRIS coefficients have the phases derived based on (13) and
the amplitudes derived in (22) or (26) for the fixed or dynamic
HRRIS schemes, respectively. Finally, when the update process
terminated, i.e., when the convergence is reached, the optimal
number of offloaded bits, i.e., `?, is obtained in step 12.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we numerically evaluate the performance of
the proposed HRRIS-assisted computation offloading schemes.
We assume that uniform linear arrays (ULAs) are deployed at
the EN, user, and eavesdropper, while a uniform planar array
(UPA) of N elements is deployed at the HRRIS. We assume
half-wavelength distancing between array elements at all nodes.
The locations of the nodes are illustrated in a two-dimensional
coordinate in Fig. 2. The EN, HRRIS, user, and eavesdropper
are located at (0, 0), (xH, 0), (xH, yH), and (xEVE, yEVE),
respectively. From these coordinates, the distance between the
nodes can be easily computed using the Pythagorean theorem.
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For the large-scale fading, the path loss of a link distance d
is given by β(d) = β0

(
d

1m

)−η
, where β0 is the path loss at

the reference distance of 1 meter (m), and η is the path loss
exponent. For small-scale fading, we assume the Rician fading
channel model. Thus the small-scale fading channel between
the HRRIS and the EN is modeled as G̃ =

√
κ

1+κG̃
LoS +√

1
1+κG̃

NLoS, where G̃LoS and G̃NLoS represent the line-of-
sight (LoS) and non-LoS (NLoS) components, respectively, and
κ is the Rician factor. The NLoS component is modeled by the
Rayleigh fading with independent entries following CN (0, 1).
The LoS component is given by the product of the array
response vectors which are computed from the azimuth and
elevated angle-of-departure (AoD) and angle-of-arrival (AoA),
as detailed in [11, Sec. VI]. Finally, the channel between
the HRRIS and the EN is obtained as G =

√
β(xH)G̃. The

channels of other links are modeled similarly.
For comparison, we consider the following schemes: 1)

conventional passive RIS with random phase, 2) conventional
passive RIS with optimized phase according to (13), 3)
optimized fixed HRRIS, and 4) optimized dynamic HRRIS.
Note that the power consumption of the HRRIS schemes arises
also from the active elements. For a fair comparison, we fix
the same total power Ptot = P + Pmax

a for all schemes. We
also show the local computing latency Lν

f l for reference.
In the following, unless otherwise stated, we set M = 5,

E = 1, N = 50, A = 1, Ptot = 30 dBm, Pmax
a = 0 dBm,

σ2 = σ2
EVE = −80 dBm, {xH, xU, yU, xEVE, yEVE} =

{50, 45, 2, 30, 9} m, β0 = −30 dB, W = 1 MHz, and ε = 0.1.
The path loss exponents of the user-EN, user-HRRIS, user-
eavesdropper, and HRRIS-EN links are given by 3.5, 2.2, 2.8,
and 2.2, respectively. The Rician factors of these links are set
to 0, 1, 0, and 100, respectively. The computing parameters are
given as L = 300 Kb, ν = 750 CPU cycles/bit, f l = 5× 108

cycles/s, and fe = 20× 109 cycles/s.
First, in Fig. 3, we investigate the latency achieved with

the aforementioned schemes for different locations of the user.
We vary xU in [10, 100] m, i.e., let the user move along the
x-axis in Fig. 2. It is observed that the latency of all schemes is
close to that of local computing when the user is closest to the
eavesdropper. This confirms that when secure communication
is not guaranteed, the user should only execute the computation
tasks with local computing resources rather than exposing the
data while offloading. On the other hand, when the user comes
close to the EN or to the HRRIS, the latency induced by
RIS with optimized phase or by HRRIS is minimized. This
is because the direct user-EN link or the user-HRRIS link is
strong, allowing the users to transmit at a high secrecy rate and
offload most/all of the tasks to the computationally powerful
EN. RIS with random phase only slightly reduces the latency
even when the user is close to the RIS. The dynamic HRRIS
outperforms the fixed HRRIS, and both significantly reduce
the latency with respect to RIS, especially when the user is far
from the EN.

Next, in Fig. 4, we plot the latency as a function of N
and A. In Fig. 4(a), we observe again that RIS with random
phase, even with a large number of elements, only slightly
improves upon local computing. The latency induced by RIS
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Fig. 3. Latency vs. location of the user.
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(a) Latency vs. N , A = 1
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(b) Latency vs. A, N = 50

Fig. 4. Latency vs. total number of RIS/HRRIS elements N and the number
of active elements A.

with optimized phase and by HRRIS decreases as N increases.
Interestingly, while the gain of the fixed HRRIS with respect
to RIS with optimized phase shrinks for large N , the dynamic
HRRIS can maintain a high gain. Fig. 4(b) shows that the
latency of both the fixed and dynamic HRRIS saturate as the
number of active elements A increases, but the floor for the
dynamic HRRIS is much lower than that for the fixed HRRIS.

Furthermore, we investigate the latency improvement of the
HRRIS when the edge/local computing capability varies in
Fig. 5. We still observe that the HRRIS achieves the lowest
latency. In Fig. 5(a), the latency is reduced drastically when
the edge computing capability fe increases from a small value,
whereas only a minor reduction in the latency can be seen
when fe is large. This has been observed for the RIS in [3].
The reason is that the latency imposed by edge computing
dominates when fe is small, whereas the latency imposed by
communication dominates when fe is large. In Fig. 5(b), we
see that the latency of all schemes decreases proportional to
1
f l . The relative gain of HRRIS remains as f l increases.

Finally, Fig. 6 depicts the latency as a function of the number
of eavesdropper’s antennas E for two values of Pmax

a , namely,
0 and 10 dBm. Naturally, the latency of all schemes increases
as the eavesdropper becomes more capable. When Pmax

a =

5
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Fig. 5. Latency vs. edge computing capability fe and local computing
capability f l. The EN has M = 5 antennas.
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Fig. 6. Latency vs. number of eavesdropper’s antennas E.

0 dBm, none of the schemes can improve the latency upon
local computing if the eavesdropper has a comparable number
of antennas as the EN. The situation remains similar for RIS
and fixed HRRIS if Pmax

a goes up to 10 dBm. However, the
dynamic HRRIS can effectively exploit the extra power to
reduce significantly the latency, achieving approximately 9 %
gain with respect to other schemes for Pmax

a = 10 dBm when
the eavesdropper has as many antennas as the EN.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate a single-user MEC system
assisted by an HRRIS. We aim at minimizing the user’s
offloading latency while ensuring secure transmission against
a malicious eavesdropper. To this end, we develop a novel
alternating optimization method by sequentially optimizing
the surface’s configuration, the receive combining vector, and
the computation offloading volume. By exploring the structure
of HRRIS, our numerical results show that introducing as
few as one active relaying element in the surface can reduce
significantly the latency in comparison with conventional
RIS, especially if the position of the active element can
be dynamically changed. Possible future extensions include
investigating a multi-user system where resource allocation
between the users also plays a key role.
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